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Letter from the Owner, Keith Tousley

Aristotle once wrote that “Knowing yourself is the
beginning of all Wisdom”, but what does it mean to know
yourself and how do you do it? If you asked me during my
teenage years if I knew who I was I would have nodded my
head while thinking that was the dumbest question ever. Of
course, I know myself because I am myself, but if you
would have asked me detailed questions about who I am, I
think I would have struggled with the answers. I feel like my
whole life I have been on a journey of learning more and
more about my strengths, my weaknesses, my talents, my
abilities, my personality, my passions, and my purpose. I
know a lot more now than I did then, but discovering who I
am is becoming a lifelong pursuit.
What I have learned is that it doesn’t just come by
chance, I’ve had to make an effort and be purposeful.
There have been periods of my life where I was operating
on autopilot and just becoming numb to what was around
me. Living that way doesn’t bring fulfillment and certainly
doesn’t produce any joy. I’ve had to be willing to accept and
own my weaknesses, sharp edges, and unhealthy
tendencies. This mindset not only leads to personal growth
but paves the way for me to become the best version of
myself. I believe this desire is inside all of us, it just takes a
little motivation and a lot of perseverance to learn ourselves
and live our best life.
As a company, we are committed to helping our staff
discover who they are as well as offering opportunities to
help them grow, learn, and become the best version of
themselves. One of the ways we do this is by investing in
several personality assessments and tools aimed at
revealing strengths, discovering personality traits, and even
understanding motivations. If you work with Golden
Standard you have already completed at least one of these
assessments. If you want to know more and go deeper in
your understanding, we would be honored to share insights
and resources with you to further your knowledge of who
God made you to be. This revelation can lead you down a
path of endless opportunities and challenges that reveal the
greatness already within you. We are all filled with limitless
potential. The great Nelson Mandela once said, “Our
Deepest Fear Is Not That We Are Inadequate. Our Deepest
Fear Is That We Are Powerful Beyond Measure”. I
encourage you to push past that fear and find out just how
powerful you are.

Events This Month

Pinecrest has free
Kona Ice April 18
from 12-2pm!

Crocker Park has a
Farmers Market
every Saturday at
9am.
Letter from the President, Brian Lynner
Planting the Seeds…
As we approach Spring, and the world around us
is beginning to bloom, my question to you becomes “how can we help you grow”?
Seriously, what can we do to help you grow as a
person, or as a business partner, or in your role
with Golden Standard?
Our Mission is to nurture growth and signifi-

cance in others by cultivating a culture of
Honor and Excellence. This is more than
just a Mission Statement to us, this is a way
of life for the Golden Standard team. We
grow only when you grow.
Do you need more clients in the morning? Perhaps you are looking for a way to
supplement your income in the evening? Are you looking for a new challenge to
help support your family?
Turn to us! We CAN help! Please feel free
to reach out to me directly at brian@gsecleaning.com or by phone at 330524-2522.

GSE SPOTLIGHT— Rashon Cade by Rob Starek.

CUSTOMER CORNER— Luckman

Rashon Cade works
with us over at Pinecrest Monday through
Friday each week. He
is a family oriented guy
who loves his kids and
doing family things as
much as possible. He
has 5 kids ages 22, 20,
18, 16 & 2 years old.

Experience a perfect mixture of mid-century architecture
with modern design and enjoy amenities that complement a
dynamic yet relaxing lifestyle. They offer a variety of studio,
one, two, and three-bedroom floor plans offering two finish
packages you’ll love everything about your new home. Take
advantage of an amazing work-life balance with our business
center, work-from-home spaces, and recreational amenities.
Our amazing cleaners, Carl, Paul, Kaylee, and Dominique,
help maintain the awesome place for everyone’s comfort. Delight in a day by the luxurious rooftop swimming pool
or have a cook-off in the open-air courtyard. Our Downtown
Cleveland apartments make it all possible! Good news for fur
parents because your babies will undoubtedly enjoy their
private bark park. Caring for their residents is the top priority. Staff are available 24-hours a day and provide 24-hour
emergency maintenance, among other convenient services.
Don’t forget to ask about their community amenities, which
include a 24-hour fitness center, a community building with
Wi-Fi, a resort-style swimming pool with sundeck, grilling
areas, and many more!

R.S. How long have you worked with GSE?
R.C. “It will be 4 years, started back in November
2018.”
R.S. Do you have a motto or personal mantra?
R.C. “If you can't change the people around you,
change the people around you"
R.S. If you could do another job for just one
day, what would it be?
R.C. “Airplane pilot.”

R.S. What is one important thing you have
learned in the last several years?
R.C. “Life is short and have fun while you can."
R.S. What do you like to do in your free time?
R.C. “Loves to cook when he has time”
R.S. What is your favorite type of music?
R.C. “Loves Jazz music.”
R.S. If there was a movie made about your life,
who would you like to see cast as you?
R.C. “Matthew McConaughey"
R.S. What do you enjoy most about working
with GSE?

R.C. “Loves the people, both fellow employees and
customers he works with as well as the communication with the team.”

Attention Contractors!
We are coming up to that time again! We
will be needing you BWC for 2022-2023 in
next few months. If you have any questions
you can check out https://
info.bwc.ohio.gov/

Golden Standard’s mission is to nurture growth and significance in
others by cultivating a culture of Honor and Excellence.

